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ROTATION OF A THIN HEATED
PLATE BY ITS OWN THERMAL RADIATION

The results of the theoretical investigation of a heated solid plate rotation caused by its own
thermal radiation are presented. The rotational moment of the plate with uniform temperature
is due to the asymmetry of a recoil of photons of thermal radiation from different areas of
its wide faces. The time dependences of the rotation angle of a rectangular plate with stable
temperature and at radiative cooling are calculated. The rotation angle dependences on the
plate geometric and optical parameters are studied. It is shown that the rotation angle depends
nontrivially on the plate thickness because of the thickness-dependent plate emittance. The
numerical calculations are performed for a silicon plate. The biggest rotation effect (rotation
angle of 118.5∘ for 70 s) is obtained for a mirror black plate 0.1 mm thick at a preset plate
temperature of 350 K and a background temperature of 300 K. The considered model can be
useful to develop thermal motors, whose rotors consist of a set of heated plates with photon
recoil asymmetry.
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1. Introduction
Thermal radiation (TR) emitted by a heated body
exerts a mechanical effect on it. Due to the photon recoil, a force (opposite in direction to the TR
flux) acts on this body. If the intensities of radiation
from various areas of body’s surface differ from each
other, then moments of forces may act on the body
as well. A heated free body may execute a translational, as well as rotational, motion under the photon recoil depending on the TR asymmetry. This effect is inherent to a wide range of objects, from very
heavy and bulky (rotation of asteroids by radiation
[1], an anomaly in the acceleration of space probes
“Pioneer 10 and 11” [2, 3]) to very light and small ones
(optically levitating nanoparticles [4], Janus particles
[5], Rytov pinwheels [6], etc.). The present work deals
with calculating the rotation of a heated solid plate
by its own TR.
2. Results and Discussion
Let us consider the rotation of a thin rectangular plate heated uniformly to the temperature 𝑇 ,
while the environment temperature is 𝑇1 . In the 𝑥𝑦𝑧coordinate system, the plate wide faces (edge lengths
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𝑙𝑥 , 𝑙𝑧 ) are located vertically in the planes 𝑥𝑧, 𝑦 =
= ±𝑙𝑦 /2. We suppose that 𝑙𝑥 , 𝑙𝑧 ≫ 𝑙𝑦 and so consider
the radiation pressure on the wide faces only. The
plate cross-section, as well as the plate and environmental TR intensities, are sketched in Fig. 1.
To illustrate heat flows, the plate cross-section is
presented in the horizontal 𝑥𝑦-plane coinciding with
the figure plane. The rotation 𝑧-axis is directed perpendicularly to that plane. However, it should be
noted that we consider the plate rotation in the horizontal plane around the vertical 𝑧-axis.
In the presented model, the coefficients of radiation reflection from the different halves of plate wide
faces are unequal. For the face 𝑎 (𝑦 = −𝑙𝑦 /2) on the
left (−𝑙𝑥 /2 6 𝑥 6 0) and right (0 6 𝑥 6 𝑙𝑥 /2)
halves, they are 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 , respectively. The location of such areas on the face 𝑏 (𝑦 = 𝑙𝑦 /2) is opposite to that on the face 𝑎. As a result, the total intensities of radiation (TR from the plate and
the reflected background radiation) from the different halves of the wide face are unequal. The pressure
exerted by radiation with such an asymmetry leads
to the free plate rotation around the 𝑧-axis. It should
be noted that the plate rotation direction depends
on the ratios between 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 , as well as between
𝑇 and 𝑇1 .
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is determined by the azimuth angle 𝜙(𝑡) that can be
found from the equation for angular momentum of
the plate
𝐼𝑧

Fig. 1. Diagram (cross-section) of a heated rotating plate.
The wide faces (a) and (b) are divided into two halves each
that differ in the reflection coefficients (𝑅1 and 𝑅2 ) and TR
intensities (arrows of different lengths aimed away from the
plate). The arrows directed toward the plate represent the
background radiation. The round arrow represents the plate
rotation direction around the axis passing through the center
of inertia

Let 𝐽(𝜆, 𝜗)𝑑𝜆𝑑Ω designate the density of the normal TR energy flow in the wavelength interval 𝑑𝜆
into a solid angle element 𝑑Ω at an angle 𝜗 to
the normal to the plate surface. In accordance with
the Kirhhoff’s law, 𝐽(𝜆, 𝜗) = 𝐴(𝜆, 𝜗)𝐽0 (𝜆, 𝜗). Here,
𝐴 is the plate emittance (equal to its absorptance), 𝐽0 = 4𝜋~𝑐2 𝜆−5 𝑁 cos 𝜗, and 𝑁 is the Planck
function.
Let us calculate radiation pressure on the plate
right half for 𝑑𝜆 = 1 and 𝑑Ω = 1. TR from that plate
part exerts the pressure 𝐴1 𝐽0 (𝑇 )/𝑐 on the face 𝑏 (and
𝐴2 𝐽0 (𝑇 )/𝑐 on the face 𝑎); pressure values of background radiation on these surfaces are 𝐵1 𝐽0 (𝑇1 )/𝑐
and 𝐵2 𝐽0 (𝑇1 )/ 𝑐, respectively. Here, 𝐴𝑘 = 1−𝑅𝑘 −𝐷,
𝐵𝑘 = 1 + 𝑅𝑘 − 𝐷, 𝐷 is the plate transmission coefficient, 𝑘 = 1, 2. The resulting pressure (a difference
between the values of the pressure on the right halves
of faces 𝑎 and 𝑏) is
∫︁ ∫︁
𝑃 = 𝑐−1
(𝑅1 − 𝑅2 )(𝐽0 (𝑇 ) − 𝐽0 (𝑇1 ))𝑑𝜆𝑑Ω.
(1)
The opposite pressure of the same value is applied
to the plate left half. If 𝑅1 > 𝑅2 , then the above
pressure is applied to the right half of face 𝑎 and left
half of face 𝑏 of the heated plate, so it can rotate
around the 𝑧-axis in the direction shown in Fig. 1.
Let the plate start to rotate at the instant 𝑡 = 0. In
the cylindrical coordinate system, the plate position
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𝑑2 𝜙
=𝐾
𝑑𝑡2

(2)

with initial
˙
= 0. Here,
⧸︀ conditions 𝜙(0) = 0, 𝜙(0)
𝐼𝑧 = 𝑚𝑙𝑥2 12 is the
plate
moment
of
inertia
in the
⧸︀ 2
approximation (𝑙𝑦 𝑙𝑥 ) ≪ 1, 𝑚 is the plate mass,
𝐾 = 𝑃 𝑙𝑥2 𝑙𝑧 /4 is the moment of pressure force couple (Eq. (1)). Action of other forces (e.g., friction) is
ignored.
We consider two temperature conditions at 𝑡 > 0:
1) the temperature 𝑇 (𝑡 = 0) = 𝑇0 remains constant
and 2) the plate temperature decreases due to radiative cooling. The temperature of a heated unfixed
plate can be maintained (e.g., by electric current).
By calculating the difference between the radiant
energy input and output for the plate, we obtain that,
at 𝑡 > 0, 𝑇 (𝑡) obeys the equation
∫︁ ∫︁
𝑑𝑇
=−
(𝐴1 +𝐴2 )(𝐽0 (𝑇 )−𝐽0 (𝑇1 ))𝑑𝜆𝑑Ω, (3)
𝜌𝑙𝑦 𝐶𝑝
𝑑𝑡
where 𝜌 is the plate density, 𝐶𝑝 is the thermal capacity. Other cooling mechanisms are ignored.
The maximum pressure (Eq. (1)) is achieved, if
𝑅1 = 1 and 𝑅2 = 0. For such a plate, the transmission coefficient 𝐷 = 0; one (mirror) half of each
plate face does not emit at all (𝐴1 = 0), while another
half emits as a blackbody (𝐴2 = 1). In this case, we
obtain 𝑃 = 𝑃𝑏𝑏 from Eq. (1), and the right-hand side
of Eq. (3) is −𝑐𝑃𝑏𝑏 , where
𝑃𝑏𝑏 = 𝜎(𝑇 4 − 𝑇14 )/𝑐,

(4)

and 𝜎 is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant.
Besides this extreme case, let us consider also the
plate (Fig. 1), for which the reflection coefficient
𝑅1 = 1, and 𝑅2 ≡ 𝑅(𝜆, 𝜗) is determined by the dielectric properties of a plate material. In this case,
𝐴1 = 0, 𝐴2 = 1 − 𝑅, and the right-hand side of
Eq. (3) is expressed in terms of the pressure (Eq. (1))
as −𝑐𝑃 (𝑇, 𝑇1 ).
Let us designate the pressure (Eq. (1)) at 𝑡 = 0
as 𝑃0 = 𝑃 (𝑇0 , 𝑇1 ). If the initial temperature 𝑇0 is
maintained constant, then Eq. (2) yields
𝜙=

3𝑃0 2
𝑡 .
2𝜌𝑙𝑥 𝐼𝑦

(5)
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Let the plate be cooled at 𝑡 > 0. For the time interval, in which 𝑇 decreases but slightly ((𝑇0 − 𝑇 )/𝑇0 ≪
≪ 1), Eqs. (1)–(3) yield:
𝜙=

3𝑃0
𝛾 2 𝜌𝑙

𝑥 𝑙𝑦

(︀

)︀
𝑒−𝛾𝑡 + 𝛾𝑡 − 1 ,

(6)

where 𝛾 is determined as
∫︁ ∫︁
8𝜋 2 𝑐3 ~2
(1 − 𝑅)𝑁 (𝑇0 ) ×
𝛾=
𝜌𝐶𝑝 𝑙𝑦 𝑘B 𝑇02
× (1 + 𝑁 (𝑇0 ))𝜆−6 cos 𝜗𝑑𝜆𝑑Ω.

(7)

For a mirror black plate (𝑅1 = 1, 𝑅2 = 0):
𝑃0 = 𝑃𝑏𝑏 (𝑇0 , 𝑇1 ),

𝛾 = 4𝜎𝑇03 /(𝜌𝑙𝑦 𝐶𝑝 ).

(8)

From Eqs. (5) and (6), it follows that the rotation angle does not depend on the plate width 𝑙𝑧
and increases (as 1/𝑙𝑥 ), as the plate length 𝑙𝑥 decreases. The 𝜙(𝑡) dependence on the plate thickness 𝑙𝑦
is more complicated. Besides the explicit 𝜙(𝑡)∞1/𝑙𝑦
and 𝛾∞1/𝑙𝑦 dependences caused by the plate mass,
these quantities are also determined by the thickness
dependence of the plate emittance.
The time dependences of the plate rotation angle calculated from Eqs. (5) and (6) are presented
in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. In each figure, the
curves illustrate the 𝜙(𝑡) dependences for silicon
plates that have different reflection coefficients and
whose thicknesses differ by ten times. The calculations were performed for plates with the length
𝑙𝑥 = 2 cm, whose thicknesses were considerably over
the wavelengths corresponding to the maxima of plate
TR spectra and background radiation. This makes
it possible to neglect the interference phenomena in
the plate TR [7, 8]. The following parameters were
used: the silicon density 𝜌 = 2.32 g/cm3 , thermal
capacity 𝐶𝑝 = 7.56 × 106 erg/(g · K), refractive index
𝑛 = 3.4, radiation absorption coefficient 𝛼(𝜆)∞𝜆2 ,
and 𝛼 = 15 cm−1 for 𝜆 = 10 𝜇m.
Figure 2 presents the 𝜙(𝑡) dependence for a uniformly accelerated rotation of the plate (𝑇0 (𝑡) =
= const.). It can be seen from curves 1 and 3 for
plates, whose pressure 𝑃0 does not depend on 𝑙𝑦 , that
the rotation angle of a thin plate is over that of a
thick one by ten times. For plates with 𝑅2 ≡ 𝑅(𝜆, 𝜗)
(curves 2 and 4 in Fig. 2), the pressure 𝑃0 depends on
𝑙𝑦 ; in this case, the ratio between the rotation angles
of thin and thick plates is less than ten.
ISSN 2071-0194. Ukr. J. Phys. 2018. Vol. 63, No. 12

Fig. 2. Time dependence of the silicon plate rotation angle
at the constant plate temperature 𝑇 = 350 K and background
temperature 𝑇1 = 300 K: 1 and 3 – 𝑙𝑦 = 0.1 mm and 1 mm,
respectively, 𝑅1 = 1, 𝑅2 = 0; 2 and 4 – 𝑙𝑦 = 0.1 mm and
1 mm, respectively, 𝑅1 = 1, 𝑅2 is the reflection coefficient of a
polished plate

Fig. 3. Time dependences of the silicon plate rotation angle,
as the plate temperature decreases. The initial plate temperature 𝑇 = 350 K, the background temperature 𝑇1 is constant
(𝑇1 = 300 K). Curves 1–4 are calculated for the same thicknesses 𝑙𝑦 and reflection coefficients 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 as for the corresponding curves in Fig. 2

Figure 3 shows the 𝜙(𝑡) dependences of heated
plates, whose temperature decreases because of their
radiative cooling. In this case, the rotation angle dependence on the thickness 𝑙𝑦 is also determined by
the radiative cooling rate dependence on 𝑙𝑦 .
By applying the known well-developed technologies
of layer deposition onto a polished silicon plate surface, it is rather easy to provide proper conditions
(the reflection coefficient close to unity or zero over
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a wide spectral range). One should deposit a metal
(or metamaterial) layer in the first case [9, 10] or an
absorptive layer in the second case [11, 12]. Layers’
thicknesses and, respectively, masses are sufficiently
small as compared with those for the considered silicon plate, so they were ignored in our calculations. It
should also be noted that the rotation by its own
TR can be demonstrated not only by semiconductor
plates but by those made of other materials as well.
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3. Conclusions
We have studied theoretically a possibility to rotate
a thin rectangular silicon plate by the photon recoil
of its thermal radiation. The rotational moment in a
plate with uniform temperature is due to a distinction
between the emittances from different plate areas located symmetrically about the rotation axis. The dependence of the rotation angle on geometric, optical,
and thermodynamic parameters of a plate is investigated. It is shown that the rotation angle does not depend on the plate width 𝑙𝑧 and increases proportionally with 1/𝑙𝑥 , as the plate length 𝑙𝑥 decreases. The
rotation angle depends nontrivially on the plate thickness because of the thickness dependence of the plate
emittance. At a preset temperature regime (constant
plate temperature of 350 K and background temperature of 300 K), the biggest effect of rotation (118.5∘
for a time of 70 s) is obtained for a mirror black plate
0.1 mm thick. The model considered can be useful
for the development of a thermal motor, whose rotor
consists of a set of heated plates with a photon recoil
asymmetry.
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В.I. Пiпа, А.I. Лiптуга
ОБЕРТАННЯ ТОНКОЇ НАГРIТОЇ
ПЛАСТИНИ ЗА РАХУНОК ВЛАСНОГО
ТЕПЛОВОГО ВИПРОМIНЮВАННЯ
Резюме
Представлено результати теоретичного дослiдження обертання твердотiльної пластини за рахунок власного теплового випромiнювання. Обертальний момент пластини з однорiдною температурою зумовлено асиметрiєю фотонної вiддачi теплового випромiнювання вiд рiзних дiлянок її широких граней. Розраховано часовi залежностi кута повороту прямокутної пластини в умовах, коли її температура не
змiнюється, а також в режимi її радiацiйного охолодження.
Дослiджується залежнiсть кута повороту вiд геометричних
та оптичних параметрiв пластини. Показано, що кут повороту нетривiальним чином залежить вiд товщини пластини через товщинну залежнiсть її випромiнювальної здатностi. Чисельнi розрахунки виконано для кремнiєвої пластини. Найбiльший ефект обертання (кут повороту 118,5∘ за
час 70 с) отримано для дзеркально-чорної пластини товщиною 0,1 мм при заданiй сталiй температурi пластини 350 К
i температурi фону 300 К. Розглянута модель може бути
корисною для розроблення теплових двигунiв, ротори яких
складаються з набору нагрiтих пластин з асиметрiєю фотонної вiддачi.
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